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Engine Control System Ford Focus
John Paul, AAA Northeast's Car Doctor, answers a question from a reader who keeps getting warning messages in his convertible.

My car’s check engine light keeps on coming back
FORD'S QUARTERLY CHINA SALES RISE 25% FROM YEAR AGO The first recall impacts 2019 and 2020 models of the Ford Transit Connect equipped with a 2.5 liter engine. The vehicle is popular with small ...

Ford issues safety recalls for engine-cooling, tire pressure systems on select Transit Connect, Escape vehicles
Ford showed the world a car like it had never seen before, one powered by a small nuclear reactor. The Ford Nucleon, as it was christened, was envisioned as a car capable of driving more than 5,000 ...

Inside the Impossible Dream of the Nuclear-Powered 1958 Ford Nucleon
The Fox-body Mustang is a modern classic that's only getting more popular and valuable as time goes by, especially for super-clean survivors.

Your handy 1979–93 Ford Mustang (Fox-body) buyer’s guide
Now that Hyundai has revealed the pricing of the Santa Cruz, it’s obvious that Ford will dominate the unibody truck market with the slightly more affordable Maverick. The question is, which Maverick ...

Dealer Offers Video Walkarounds of the 2022 Ford Maverick in Two Specs
Hyundai's compact Santa Cruz pickup goes on sale later this month, and on Monday the company confirmed the official starting price: $25,175 including $1,185 for destination. That's a pretty affordable ...

The $25,175 Hyundai Santa Cruz is more expensive than a Ford Maverick
There's a great schism within the Car Bibles writer's room, dear reader. On one side, my colleague Chris Rosales and I are quite keen on the new Ford Bronco Sport. On the other, my colleague Kevin ...

The Ford Bronco Sport Actually Impressed Me Off-Road
Lows Dated looks, uninspired engine ... The Focus provides comfortable transportation at a reasonable price, but it's not the competitor it once was. Since launching in 2000, the Ford Focus ...

2017 Ford Focus
The Ford Everest is the Blue Oval badge’s contender in the midsize SUV segment, and since then the model has been recognized for its strong practicality points and generous specifications making it ...

Is the Ford Everest still a strong contender in its segment?
Granted, the asking price of this particular Jeep feels high at $6,500, but when you consider you'd be paying almost $10,000 more for an early Bronco in similarly complete and running condition, the ...

5 Reasons Why a Jeepster Commando Is a Great Alternative to an Early Ford Bronco
While that’s not bad, the lifestyle pickup is significantly more expensive than the 2022 Ford Maverick which ... and a dual-zone automatic climate control system. However, the big news is a ...

2022 Hyundai Santa Cruz Starts At $23,990, Nearly $4k More Than The Ford Maverick
Ford is refocusing its line-up to take advantage of the new Clean Car Discount, including introducing the plug-in hybrid Escape and dropping the price of its electrified Transit Custom.

Ford introduces plug-in Escape, drops price of electrified vans
Ford reaches into its classics stable (Mustang, Ford GT, Thunderbird) for another retro-hit. But Bronco is a thoroughly modern affair with highlights like independent front suspension, GOAT mode, ...

Payne: Five cool things about the Ford Bronco
Following the premiere of the Speed Champions 2021 lineup at the beginning of May, the guys and gals at LEGO have partnered with Ford to create a Technic set of the F-150 Raptor. Available to ...

2021 Ford F-150 Raptor LEGO Technic Set Looks Like a Rewarding Pastime Project
Saddled with a mediocre power plant and an unattractive and downmarket cabin, the Jeep Compass compact SUV hasn't been the brand's best representative, let alone its best seller. Even though it's ...

2022 Jeep Compass gets a better interior, more tech, same ol' engine
Although it's down a cylinder from most of its rivals, the Escape with this engine ... system with 10 speakers. Leatherette seats are still standard, although buyers can upgrade to real leather. Ford ...

What’s the Best 2021 Ford Escape Trim? Here’s Our Guide
It's clear in reviving one of its most fabled franchises that Ford Motor Co. with the 2022 Bronco is throwing down multiple gauntlets while trying to knock the Jeep Wrangler down a few switchbacks or ...

2022 Ford Bronco: Rugged, refined and ready to rumble
Ford Mustang Shelby GT500 is the most powerful street-legal production car Ford has ever built, and just like its namesake Carroll Shelby, performance ...

2021 Ford Mustang Shelby GT500 First Drive: Here To Win, Not To Play
The Ford Endeavour is now available in two fully loaded trims – Titanium+ and Sport – both powered by a 170hp 2.0L diesel engine mated to a 10-speed AT gearbox.

Ford Endeavour prices now start at Rs 33.80 lakh
For those reading this outside of Europe, the current Puma is Ford’s subcompact crossover, not to be confused with the subcompact coupe of the same name from the late 1990s. The Puma is based on the ...
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